In this paper, we will establish precise connections between in nitary languages and test equivalent concurent processes. More precisely, we will extend some negative results on the separability of classes of concurrent processes. Two processes are said separable if they can be separated from each other by means of another test process from the same class i.e., if one can nd a test that is successful for one process while failing on the other. Interpreting the set of in nite visible traces of a process as an !-language, we obtain this language theoretic de nition: given a class C of !-languages, we say that L and L 0 2 C are separable if there exists T 2 C so that L \ T = ; while L 0 \ T 6 = ;. We concentrate on guaranteed processes, i.e processes under a guarantee constraint. Intuitively, a process satis es a guarantee requirement when that requirement holds for any forthcoming point in every computation. Starting from some e ective classes of guarantee properties proven to form a hierarchy. We will rst prove their non-separability. We will then de ne classes of processes in such a way that non-separability under testing can be induced from the above language theoretic non-separability result. It nally turns out that some processes, having di erent visible behaviours, are test equivalent. We conclude with logical complexity issues of the testing problem when test criteria and guarantee constraints range over the arithmetical hierarchy.
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Introduction
In this work, precise connections are made between e ective classes of !-languages and classes of computational concurrent devices, on the basis of test equivalence. It contrasts with the classical recursion theoretic approach where, assuming inherent sequentiality of computational devices, such connections only make sense on the basis of trace equivalence.
The well-known Church thesis claims that any universal model for sequential computation has the same computational power as Turing machines. There are some reasons why there is no such thesis for concurrency. One of these reasons is the wide variety of equivalences de ned on communicating systems mainly due to the wide number of interpretations which may be de ned for atomic actions: di erent equivalences inducing di erent quotient models.
Nevertheless, equivalences and models may be translated in the uniform framework of recursive automata and compared by means of their logical complexity. Due to the high degree of ine ciency of concurrency models, this complexity has to be graded in arithmetical and analytical hierarchies.
Test equivalences are among these equivalences. In 2], a separation principle for classes of !-languages is de ned which is concerned with the general notion of test. Therefore, motivation for such a separation principle is neither topological nor recursive theoretic, where the use of another well-known separation principle has been so fruitful (see for example 1]); neither is it, despite the nature of the methods used, a language theoretic motivation; it is clearly a concurrent system theoretic one. The starting point is based on the principle that, in the framework of \observational" semantics of a process algebra, an extensional de nition of any process can be seen as an !-language:
one of its in nite sequences of visible actions. Let jPj denote the set of visible behaviours of P.
Two processes P and Q in a given class will be separable if we can produce a test set through another process T in the same class so that jPj \ jTj = ; i jQj \ jTj 6 = ;. It is proved in 2], based on the fact that 1 1 has not the separation property, that there does not exist any notion of test which would permit to discriminate any pair of CCS processes having distinct observational behaviours. This result holds even for fully abstract models of CCS; full abstraction 6] is the property according to which denotations always discriminate distinct process behaviours in all possible contexts. Based on these separability results, a more general notion of test has been proposed in 3], called in nitary test. In nitary tests have a more accurate discriminatory power.
The rst question to arise is: what are the separable classes of processes? This work answers the question for classes from a particular hierarchy of guaranteed processes. A process satis es a guarantee property if a phenomenon of a certain kind is guaranteed to be observable in nite time in any in nite sequence of its visible actions. For example, total correctness under some very weak fairness condition is a guarantee property. The phenomenon guaranteed to occur in that case is that the process will eventually reach a nal state. Sets of in nite sequences satisfying some guarantee property can therefore be expressed in the form UX ! (i.e. in nite words having a pre x in U): X being the set of actions and U, the set of nite behaviours terminating in a guaranteed state 5].
As an illustration, the program P ( gure 1) consists of a single loop with two simultaneously enabled guarded commands \ a la Dijkstra". One may use in this case the fairness constraint stipulating that if an action is always enabled then it is eventually executed. Under this fairness constraint, the program P terminates. In this case X = fa; bg and U = a bX (i.e. words containing a b). The program fairly terminates because the only one in nite behaviour of P (a ! , the in nite word aa : : :), is unfair i.e. a ! 6 2 UX ! .
In a computational framework, it is natural to demand the nite process behaviours to be \e ectively" generated by a computational device. That is why we focus on the class of guarantee properties generated when U ranges over the arithmetical hierarchy. The rst level of this hierarchy is the class of recursively enumerable languages denoted by 1 . Recursively enumerable languages can be characterized as those recognizable by a standard Turing machine.
The n-th level, denoted n , is the class of languages recognizable by a computational device whose computational power has been increased in the following way: one starts with the device recognizing the preceeding level and adds to its instruction set, a special instruction giving access, when requested, to an oracle for its halt problem. We obtain in that way an in nite hierarchy of complexity for non-computable languages ( 12] , chap. 14).
A similar hierarchy can be built for !-languages. To cope with in nite strings, one adds to the instruction set of the standard Turing machine, instructions providing direct access, when requested, to any letter of the !-input. Recursively enumerable !-languages are those recognizable by such a !-input Turing machine. The class of recursively enumerable !-languages is denoted by 0 1 and 0 n is obtained from 0 n?1 as above ( 12] , chap. 15).
Returning to guarantee properties, it is known that when X is nite, classes fUX ! : U 2 n g form an in nite hierarchy not bounded by any arithmetical class of !-languages i.e., with arbitrary e ective structural complexity 13]. As an illustration of the complexity of such !-languages, let U be a regular language. To determine if some in nite string has a pre x in U, one has to decide if its length 1 pre x is in U and if not, if its length 2 pre x is and so on. Therefore, even when U is regular, UX ! could be recursively enumerable. In the next section, we will give a logical characterization of these three hierarchies over nite or in nite objects.
Our rst result is to prove that, even in the general case, i.e. even when X is in nite, none of the above sketched guarantee property classes can be separated (thm. 3.2).
As a second step, we will de ne for each of the above de ned class of properties, a class of non-deterministic recursive automata; we will see that the trace sets of the former coincide exactly with the latter. This result appears to be independent from the niteness of the set of actions as well as from the branching factor of automata.
As the next step, we will de ne an interaction mechanism \ a la CCS" between recursive automata. It appears that the product automaton jumps to the upper degree of the hierarchy. We then de ne an Hennessy-like notion of test and test equivalence 4] taking into account guarantee constraints and we will prove the non-separability under testing for each class of automata (thm. 6.2). This result is mainly based on the capability to remove second order quanti ers we have to deal with (lemma 5.1).
All previous considerations nally lead to a concise presentation of the logical complexity of the testing problem (thm. 7.1). We prove that the problem is in n+3 when test criterion is in n .
To conclude this section, we mention some additional related results. In 14], the author investigates the logical complexity of the language containment problem for several classes of recursive automata on in nite words over a nite alphabet. It is shown in particular that, under assumption of a nite alphabet, solving the equation jPj\jTj = ; is 1 -complete for jPj; jTj 2 0 1 .
3] is more closely related to the testing problem: it investigates logical complexity issues for several forms of nitary and in nitary test equivalences on CCS. It is proved in particular that in the case of De Nicola and Hennessy's equivalence, the testing problem for CCS is in 2 . This performing score heavily depends on the CCS's assumption of branching niteness.
Earlier versions of this work were presented at ICTCS'95 9] and ESSLLI'96 10].
Background and preliminary de nitions
Let X be an alphabet, X and X ! , the set of respectively nite words and in nite sequences on alphabet X. The empty word is denoted by . Given 2 X X ! , i] stands for the pre x of length i of while (i), for the i-th letter of and j j for the length of . Subsets of X and of X ! will respectively be called languages and !-languages. They will be denoted indistinctly using capital Roman letters (U; V; : : :). Let u be the concatenation of u 2 X and 2 X ! , it can be extended to a product UV of a language U and an !-language V in the obvious way. We denote uV as a shortcut for fugV . In the sequel, we will denote words using lower-case Roman letters (u; v; : : :) and in nite sequences by lower-case Greek letters ( ; ; : : :).
In section 1, we sketched the computational interpretation of e ective hierarchies. In this paper, we make use of alternative and perhaps more unusual but also more useful de nitions which can be found in 13].
An arithmetical !-language is an !-language of the form W = f 2 X ! : Q t 1 Q t 2 Q tn P (t 1 ; t 2 ; : : :t n?1 ; t n ])g where Q t i are arbitrary quanti ers and P is a recursive predicate of n ? 1 integer variables and one variable on X corresponding to a recursive relation M P on ! n?1 X in the following way: P (t 1 ; t 2 ; : : :t n?1 ; t n ]) i (t 1 ; t 2 ; : : :t n?1 ; t n ]) 2 M P :
The arithmetical hierarchy of !-languages is de ned as follows: W 2 0 n if Q t 1 9 t 1 and W 2 0 n if Q t 1 8 t 1 . We denote 0 n \ 0 n by 0 n . This generalization of the notion of recursively enumerable (r.e.) !-languages provides the well-suited framework to study the structural properties of !-languages. Arithmetical !-languages form the smallest family of !-languages closed under recursive unions and intersections and containing r.e. !-languages. In terms of predicates de ning these sets, it is the smallest class closed under projection (capturing existential quanti cation) and complementation (capturing universal quanti cation). In this e ective setting, 0 0 = 0 0 = 0 0 is the family of recursive !-languages and 0 1 is the class of r.e. !-languages.
By induction one easily obtains that 0 n 0 n 0 n+1
(1)
We de ne arithmetical languages as the class of languages W of the form W = fu 2 X : Q t 1 Q t 2 Q tn P (t 1 ; t 2 ; : : :t n ; u)g with all the rest as above. Let n and n denote classes of the arithmetical hierarchy of languages. Here again, we get a similar result to equations 1 and 2. We denote n \ n by n .
We will introduce the hierarchy of guarantee properties that we intend to focus on. It is worth mentioning that it is natural to see X ! as a topological space and more precisely as the denumerable product of X by itself with X equipped with the discrete topology (every letter of the alphabet X is an open set Bearing in mind that a process satis es a guarantee property if a phenomenon of a certain kind is guaranteed to occur, these properties clearly correspond to open sets in the above mentioned topology. We will not go further in the presentation of this topological point of view (see 7] for such a presentation) because computationally, it is reasonable to think of U as the set of nite behaviours of a process, meaning that it should be \e ectively" generated by a computational device. Hence, we de ne e ective guarantee properties as being the lim n classes. There are many interesting relations between these three hierarchies 13](cor. 4.3 and 5.5):
U 2 lim n i 9 W2 n U = f 2 X ! : 8 i i] 2 Wg (5) and as noted in section 1, the most interesting relation between the two above presented hierarchies on in nite objects is stated as follows: when X is nite, the hierarchy of \e ectively generated" guarantee properties is not bounded by any arithmetical class of !-languages ( 13] , section 6).
We will end this section by bearing in mind the basic rules for manipulating arithmetical formulas and in particular, the conversion rules for contracting quanti ers of the same type and eliminating bounded ones. These rules are the basic computation steps of the so-called Tarski-Kuratowski algorithm. They will be extensively used throughout the paper.
To accomplish this, given a recursive coding of the plane associating the integer < x; y > to each pair (x; y) 2 ! 2 , let us de ne the coding: < x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x n >= ( The following transformations of quanti ers are permissible (up to a logical equivalence):
1. permutation of quanti ers of the same type, 2. contraction of quanti ers of the same type, 3 . elimination of bounded quanti ers.
Part 1 is obvious. Part 2 can be accomplished by using the above coding e.g. the formula 8 t 1 8 t 2 8 tn P (t 1 ; t 2 ; : : :t n ) is equivalent to 8 t P ( n 1 (t); : : : n n (t)) and part 3 is obvious e.g. formula 8 t 5 P(t) is equivalent to the nite conjunctive form P(0)^P(1)^: : :^P(5) and the result follows from the fact that every level of the arithmetical hierarchy is closed under nite intersections.
From these elementary rules one can easily derive the following well-known result to push quanti ers to the front ( 11], p. 366): Theorem 2.1 (Tarski and Kuratowski) Any relation in the arithmetical hierarchy is equivalent to one with a list of alternated quanti ers in the pre x, followed by a recursive relation. 3 The separability result for !-languages
The next de nition has been widely motivated in section 1.
De nition 3.1 A class C of !-languages will be said separable if for any pair (U; V ) in C there exists an !-language W 2 C so that U \ W = ; , V \ W 6 = ;.
The rst result is immediate: for n 1; 0 n are separable. Indeed, these classes are closed under boolean operators. However, quite surprisingly, there is a majority of non-separable !-language classes. In particular, it was proved in 2] that any !-language class obtained from !-Kleene closure of a language class containing context-free languages and closed under nite union, intersection with regular language, concatenation product, Kleene closure, alphabetic and also, because the condition (j) = x is, by de nition of , a 1 -predicate. Hence, by the Tarski-Kuratowski algorithm, the predicate \u is a pre x of " is a 1 -predicate.
Let U = X ! . Then, U 2 lim n for any n 1. We may now de ne now V = U nf g. Clearly f g 6 2 lim n because lim n contains only in nite !-languages. By eq. 1 to 5, V 2 lim n . If U and V were separable, there would exist W in lim n so that U \W = f g and that is impossible: in such a case, f g would be in lim n and this ends the proof.
Using equation 3 we obtain immediately: Corollary 3.3 0 1 is not separable. So, theorem 3.2 generalizes this and since one cannot conclude to theorem 3.2 from the non-separability of 1 1 , the above result re nes Darondeau's one.
From languages to traces and computations
We will introduce some classes of non-deterministic automata and we will show that the class of accepted !-languages corresponds to lim n classes. It will appear that the extension of our non-separability result to processes, depends on this.
An automaton A over an alphabet X is a 4-tuple (Q; Q 0 ; Q f ; ?!) where Q is a set of states, Q 0 Q is the set of initial states, Q f Q is the set of nal states and ?! Q X Q is the transition relation. We will denote q x ?!q 0 for (q; x; q 0 ) 2?!. An automaton A is said to be n-open provided that Q is recursive, Q 0 ; ?! are r.e. and Q f 2 n . We denote by O n the n-open automata class. An automaton A is said to be deterministic if Q 0 and fq 0 : q x ?!q 0 g are singletons for every x 2 X and q 2 Q. An automaton A is said to be nitely, recursively or in nitely branching if the sets fq 0 : q x ?!q 0 g are respectively 
?! : : :
with q 0 2 Q 0 . An accepting run for is then one such that 9 i q i 2 Q f i.e., if it goes through Q f at least once. We extend to computations some notations already used for languages: reserving lower-case Greek letters and to denote computations, i] stands for the pre x of of length i and (i), for the i-th computation step.
We denote L ! (A) the !-language accepted by A. If C is a class of automata we denote respectively by L(C) and L ! (C) the classes of languages and !-languages accepted by a Cautomaton. In the same fashion we denote Comp(A) and Comp ! (A), Comp(C) and Comp ! (C), respectively the sets of nite and in nite accepting A-runs and classes of sets of nite and in nite accepting runs of C-automata.
As an illustration, for the 1-open automaton A whose transition graph is depicted in gure 2, de ning Q 0 as the root and Q f as the set of lower level vertices (vertices with a loop), L(A) = a bX and L ! (A) = a bX ! i.e. the set of fair behaviours of program P ( gure 1).
We now need to de ne some predicates and, as auxiliary tools, some additional recursive numberings. One to code nite runs and another one to code in nite runs. Let us rst consider, for short and w.l.o.g., any state space as a set of integers and the alphabet as the set of integers ! or as an initial segment of !. The de nition is motivated in the following way. An interaction product is intended to provide a mechanism to test behaviours of mechanical devices using a device from the same class. In particular it has to re ect the intuition that a run will be an accepting run if and only if every run component is an accepting run of the corresponding component automaton. To achieve it properly, it is obviously not su cient to use Q 1f Q 2f for accepting states because, remembering i as the acceptance conditions of A i (i=1,2), 9 i 1^9i 2 may not be collapsed into 9 i ( 1^ 2 ). A way to achieve it, is to lift up a ag when the current run goes through a nal state and to keep track of the ag position in the current state in a similar fashion as it is usually done for nite automata over nitary languages. Unfortunately, when one encodes in such a way acceptance conditions into the synchronization relation, the initial state set as well as the transition relation inherit the complexity of Q 1f and Q 2f , causing the class O n (over X f g) not to be closed under interaction product: they should have to be kept in 1 , by de nition. However, and it is su cient to serve our purpose, the following predicates trans(f; i; P;E) standing for \ <f> (i) is a (P k E)-transition" run(f; i; P; E) standing for \ <f> i] is a (P k E)-run pre x" ack(f; i; P; E) standing for \ <f> i] is an accepting (P k E)-run pre x" de ned in an obvious way, may easily be transformed into n+1 -predicates when P and E are O n -automata, turning the set of visible traces of the interaction product of any two O n -automata into a lim n+1 -set. One may then see the interaction product as a kind of jump operator ( 12] , chap. 13).
In Hennessy's terminology 4], an experiment or test on the process P by the tester E, speci ed here by two O n -automata, is a sequence of possible interactions between the experimenter and the process. The test criterion corresponds here to the n -predicate specifying the nal states of E.
To properly de ne our notion of test, we need to introduce more auxiliary de nitions. A closed run is any accepting run of P k E. A closed run is maximal if there does not exist any way of strictly extending its maximal -pre x toward a closed run. An experiment or test on P by E is precisely a maximal closed run. A test is successful if it has an accepting -pre x and unsuccessful otherwise.
As an example, in gure 3, successful tests on P by E are runs of P k E over fa; b; cg .
They are obtained while process E is testing the left-hand branch of P. Unsuccessful tests on P by E are runs of P k E over bfa; b; cg cfa; b; cg obtained by testing the right-hand branch of P.
Let us express all this in a more useful way:
Predicate closed(f; P; E) stands for \ <f> is a closed run". It is de ned as 9 i ack(f; i; P; E):
Predicate -ext(f; g; k; P; E) stands for \ <g> is a closed run and <g> k] is the maximal -pre x of <f> ". It is de ned as closed(g; P; E)^f k] = g k]^8 i<k
Predicate test(f; k; P; E) stands for \ <f> is a test on P by E whose maximal -pre x is length k". It is de ned as closed(f; P; E)^8 g ( -ext(f; g; k; P;E)) ) 5 5 (g(k)) 6 =
Predicate success(f; k; P; E) standing for \ <f> is a successful test whose maximalpre x is length k" may be rewritten as:
test(f; k; P; E)^ack(f; k; P; E) (12) Predicate failure(f; k; P; E) standing for \ <f> is an unsuccessful test whose maximal -pre x is length k" may be rewritten as:
test(f; k; P; E)^:ack(f; k; P; E)
Now, we tabulate the possible test results on P by E using the symbols > to denote a successful computation and ? to denote an unsuccessful one. The predicate Result(P; E) is de ned by > 2 Result(P; E) i 9 f 9 m success(f; m; P; E) (14) ? 2 Result(P; E) i 9 f 9 m failure(f; m; P; E) (15) Clearly, a test is always inferred from a pair of accepting runs of P and E sharing a common trace pre x of visible actions. So, we need additional predicates to de ne access to the longest common visible trace of test components: twincomp(f; f 1 ; f 2 ; i; j; k; P;E) stands for It is de ned as ack(f 1 ; i; P)^ack(f 2 ; j; E)^twincomp(f; f 1 ; f 2 ; i; j; k; P;E) (16) twintrace(f; w; k; P;E) standing for \w is the longest common visible trace pre x of the components of the test <f> and k is the length of the maximal -pre x of <f> " may be rewritten as: 9 f 1 ;f 2 ;i;j (twin(f; f 1 ; f 2 ; i; j; k; P;E)^ ( 2 (f 1 i])) = w)) (17)
It could be nasty to go further into the twincomp predicate de nition but, the informal description provided below is su cient to evaluate its logical complexity : given three strings, one has to verify rst that one can recover <f> (0) from <f 1 > (0) and <f 2 > (0) by means of interaction rules. One may suppose now that at the beginning of a stage in the process, one veri ed the recovering of <f> k 0 ] from <f 1 > i 0 ] and <f 2 > j 0 ] then, in the current stage, one checks the recovering <f> (k 0 ) from <f 1 > (i 0 ) and <f 2 > (j 0 ) by means of interaction rules. The whole process needs k stages. Therefore, the predicate twincomp is a n+1 -form. We will use this result in the next Lemma, the cornerstone of our main result.
Lemma 5.1 (Main Lemma) For n 1, given an O n -process P and an O n -tester E, the sets S ! and F ! of P-traces resulting in a successful and unsuccessful test respectively, are lim n+2 -sets.
Proof: We rst prove that set S of nite succeeding traces, de ned as fw 2 X : 9 f 9 k (success(f; k; P; E)^twintrace(f; w; k; P; E))g (18) is a n+2 -set. Eq. 18 involves a quanti er ranging over an in nite object. Here we can simplify because this quanti er is easily eliminated ( 12] , thm. 16-VII): the second order predicate in eq. 18 can be transformed into 6 The separability result for processes A natural way to de ne equivalence between processes is the following one: given P; Q 2 O n , P and Q are test equivalent (denoted by P ' Q) if for every O n -process E, Result(P; E) = Result(Q; E).
We will now state the exact notion of separability for processes:
De nition 6.1 A class C of processes will be said to be separable by test if for any pair (P; Q) in C P 6 ' Q. In gure 4, for the alphabet X = fa; b; c; dg, P ' MAY Q but :(P v MUST Q) because P must E and :(Q must E): when E is testing the right-hand branch of Q, there is no way to extend with a -transition after testing a. Remark that P and Q are trace equivalent i.e.
We immediately have 4]: P ' Q i P ' MAY Q and P ' MUST Q We will now apply previous results in order to establish that some O n -processes discriminated throughout their set of traces (i.e. throughout some nite or in nite sequences of visible behaviours) are nevertheless not distinguishable by test. Theorem 6.2 (Main result) For n 1, O n is not separable by test. Proof: By thm 3.2, we know that, for each n, U and V are not separable in lim n for U = X ! , and V = U n f g. Given deterministic P; Q 2 O n so that L ! (P) = U, L ! (Q) = V .
Since Comp ! (Q) Comp ! (P), we immediately have Q v MAY P and P v MUST Q:
One may now suppose, toward a contradiction, that P 6 v MAY Q or Q 6 v MUST P
The left-hand side of eq. 29 implies that there exists an O n -tester whose only P-computation resulting in a successful test, is the run over , contradicting lemma 5.1 since there is no singleton in lim n .
In a similar way, the right-hand side of eq. 29 means that for some O n -tester the only Pcomputation resulting in an unsuccessful test is the run over contradicting lemma 5.1 again since there is no singleton in lim n+1 and this completes the proof.
We will conclude this section by highlighting the fact that our must de nition is clearly less general than the Hennessy's one in the following sense: Hennessy's must possesses capabilities to manage with some in nite divergent computations while our must is designed to cope with guaranteed computations only.
Logical complexity results
We postpone any further analysis through one among the many recursive process speci cation formalisms (e.g. see 2] for such an analysis applied to Milner's CCS) and take rather advantage of our framework to establish some results concerning the logical complexity of various notions of test equivalence relations on O n .
Assuming a G odel numbering of all recursively enumerable languages over an alphabet X. For each n, this yields recursive numbering for n and n , called respectively n -index and n -index 12] (section 14.2). Of course, these numberings work for lim n and lim 0 1 n as well.
From that, we can build a recursive numbering for each class of O n -processes. We refer the reader to 8] where such indices are built up for more general classes of recursive automata. Let us call such index an n-index. Writing E <i> to mean that i is the n-index of E (for n xed), the above equivalences are encoded into the following predicates P ' MAY Q , 8 i (P may E <i> , Q may E <i> ) (30) P ' MUST Q , 8 i (P must E <i> , Q must E <i> ) (31) Using n-indices, the testing problem TEST n can be formulated now as TEST n = f< i; j >: P <i> ' TEST Q <j> and n-codes i; jg Completing Tarski-Kuratowski computations of Lemma 5.1, we obtain: Theorem 7.1 For n 1, TEST n is in n+3 .
Proof: We have to show that given P; Q 2 O n then P ' TEST Q is a n+3 -predicate for TEST 2 fMAY, MUSTg.
We already know, from Lemma 5.1 that P may E is given by a n+2 -form. So, P v MAY Q is a 8( n+2 ) n+2 )-form that is a n+3 -form and P ' MAY Q is therefore a ( n+3^ n+3 )-form which is still a n+3 -form.
For the MUST part, using again Lemma 5.1, we compute P must E as a (: n+2 )-form which is a n+2 -form. So, P v MUST Q is a 8( n+2 ) n+2 )-form that is a n+3 -form and the result for P ' MUST Q follows in the same way as the MAY part.
Conclusion and future works
Precise connections have been made between a hierarchy of arithmetical !-languages of the form UX ! and a family of communicating recursive automata on the basis of test equivalence.
It has been established that no class of the hierarchy of !-language has the separation property. A family of recursive communicating automata whose computational power corresponds exactly to this hierarchy (i.e to recursive processes under some e ective guarantee constraint) has been de ned. Taking acceptance criterion as test criterion \ a la Hennessy", we have derived a separation principle for these automata or processes and have proved, from the separability result for !-languages, that no class of the family of automata is separable by test. The testing problem for degree n of the hierarchy of automata has been clearly formulated and proved to be in n+3 .
We will conclude by pointing out some open problems. The rst one is related to the construction of concurrency models with the ability to discriminate at all time between pairs of processes that di er upon their respective sets of in nite visible behaviours but at a reasonable complexity cost: 1 1 , a class having the separation property since it is closed under complementation, has not yet an operational de nition while CCS may be regarded as such a de nition for 1 1 .
The second is related to the separability problem. We recall that, as pointed out in section 3, there is no !-language class obtained from !-Kleene closure of a language class containing context-free languages, closed under any usual operations and having the separation property.
We could obtain an extension to this result in proving that the !-Kleene closure of deterministic context-free languages does not possess the separation property. This class has all required properties but does not contain context-free languages. There are works in progress to solve a Darondeau conjecture proving this result.
Finally, concerning complexity issues, remark that even if we know that f n g forms a hierarchy and that TEST n n+3 , it is not su cient to prove that fTEST n g forms a hierarchy as well. However we conjecture that TEST n is n+3 -complete.
